STORYBOARD: “WHERE IN THE WORLD IS CARMEN SANDIEGO?” (1 of 3)

Open with longitude and latitude lines. Words
animate in one-by-one with song lyrics. Arrows fly
in from left and right.

Follow the blue arrow from scene one to the right
into a new scene. Words continue to animate with
the song one-by-one.

New words bump up existing words. Arrow with
“down to” flies down from the top. Transition to
next scene: blue arrow expands to fill entire scene.

Blue arrow became the sky. Ocean is made of three
pieces, which each move up and down slightly. Sail
boat comes in from left and follows the path of
ocean.

Zoom in on sail boat’s flag to show “TELL ME”.
Clouds are made of question marks.

Flag begins to move left to reveal “Where in the
world is Carmen Sandiego?”

Flag continues to move left. Clouds slowly move
left to imply motion.

Flag continues to move left. Clouds slowly move
left to imply motion.

End of flag reveals a biplane.
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STORYBOARD: “WHERE IN THE WORLD IS CARMEN SANDIEGO?” (2 of 3)

Biplane releases flag and begins to fly upward.

Biplane reveals sky writing “She’ll go from”.

Letters begin to disssipate one-by-one as a world
map flies in from the right.

Zoom in on map and Nashville. Each location
mentioned in the song is marked with an “X” and a
passport stamp. Animated dashed line travels to
each location.

Fly over to Norway, marked with “X” and stamp.

Fly over to Bonaire, marked with “X” and stamp.

Fly over to Zimbabawe, marked with “X” and
stamp.

Fly over to Chicago, marked with “X” and stamp.

Fly over to Czechoslovakia, marked with “X” and
stamp. Begin zooming out.
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STORYBOARD: “WHERE IN THE WORLD IS CARMEN SANDIEGO?” (3 of 3)

Zoom out to reveal full map. Stamps, “X”s, and
dashed lines disappear. Carmen Sandiego logo
stamp appears with “and back!” as in the song.

Map collapses and folds.

One pannel opens to reveal the back and a rotating
globe. Begin zooming in.

Space fills the entire screen as globe rotates. Talk
bubbles with “Where in the world is Carmen
Sandiego” appear as it’s said in the song.

Talk bubbles continue as camera zooms out to
reveal stars above the globe. Stars are twinkling.

Camera zooms out to reveal a question mark made
of stars and rotating globe. Rocket with Carmen
appears from right and begins to move left across
screen.

Rocket is pulling an electronic sign reading “Watch
your back!” Sign flickers like lightbulbs

As the rocket and sign move off screen, the camera
continues zooming out.

Zoom out until the planet and stars are gone. End
with black background.
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